*Have you avoided the
dentist due to lack of
insurance?

Amberly
Dental

*Are you self-employed?
*Retired or retiring?
*Have you experienced
denial of benefits, delayed
treatment due to waiting
periods, or been denied
coverage based on calendar
year maximums?

Find us on Facebook

Amberly Dental
has an

ANSWER!

Learn more at:
www.amberlydental.com
402-786-2007

No Dental
Insurance?

No Problem!

Your Guide to
a great plan

It's not insurance,
it's better!

What's in it for you?
$25 $300
Per Month Per Year

Our Advantage Plan (AP) is an
annual reduced-fee savings
Benefits
plan for families and individuals
who value their dental health, *2 regular exams and 2 cleanings each
year
and entitles all members to
quality, state-of-the-art dental *All x-rays are included with cleaning except
care at greatly reduced prices. 3D imaging.
Unlike conventional dental
insurance plans, with AP there *20% courtesy on all periodontal cleanings
are no deductibles, no yearly
*1 courtesy Fluoride treatment per year
maximums, and no waiting
periods to begin treatment. AP *Annual oral cancer screening and ongoing
oral hygiene instruction/consultation
benefits coverage begins
*20% Courtesy on ALL
immediately on plan
registration and payment. Best other services; no exclusions
or limitations
of all, because AP is
*$21/Month or $250/year for each
administered by our office
additional family member
independently, we handle
Advantage Premium
everything for you, and you will
$31
Per Month 3 Cleanings ($375) per
always have a personal contact
year
Advantage Platinum
for plan questions and
$38
4 Cleanings ($450) per
information.
Per Month
year

With AP, your annual preventive care is
covered completely, and frequency of visits
is custom-tailored based on individual patient
needs. This includes all cleanings and all xrays at cleaning visits, periodontal screening,
courtesy fluoride treatments, oral cancer
screening, oral hygiene instruction, and
expert consultation……in short, the best
pathway to your optimal dental health. You
receive preventive care that is both
affordable AND ideally suited to your
individual situation, and you receive it at
significant savings over “paying as you go”.
Additionally, and best of all, your
membership also entitles you to a 20%
courtesy on any and all other services you
receive in our office. This includes crowns,
bridges, implants, fillings, dentures,
etc…..even cosmetic services such as
whitening or veneers. There are no
exclusions, no annual maximums, and no
waiting periods.

What's in it for us?
Quite simply, dental insurance companies
have become a tremendous barrier in the
patient/doctor relationship. Furthermore, AP
encourages regular preventive care. When
we see you regularly and are able to provide
ideal preventive care affordably, your overall
treatment is less complex.

